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In the summer of 2009 I was studying memorial 
inscriptions in the yard of St. Mark’s Church-in-the-
bowery, where i encountered an inscribed stone slab atop 
a burial vault. this nineteenth-century inscription was of 
light condensed sans capitals. i developed a prototype 
font based on these letters that grew into the Lorimer type 
family.

the vault inscription lacked lowercase letters and much 
of the uppercase alphabet. more models were needed 
to create a complete design. Memorial lettering was 
examined both in new york and from photographs. 
my research turned up carved condensed sans serif 
inscriptions in locations as far away as India.

Researching types in the style of the inscription turned 
up a motley crew of period typefaces. Vintage metal and 
wood faces were examined. Of particular interest was the 
1888 specimen book of the William Hamilton Page Wood 
type Company, which featured sans typefaces in a wide 
range of widths and weights. but the Page specimen does 
not showcase complete alphabets, or in many cases, a 
lowercase. so metal types were also researched. alternate 
gothic, designed by morris Fuller benton in 1903 for 
american type Founders, was often consulted.

signage was also a valuable reference. Condensed sans 
serif letters were likely popular with sign makers before 
sans serif type existed. I researched a wealth of these 
letters was found from locations around the world, drawing 
on my own collection and Flickr. Letters representing every 
material and method were considered, from cast metal to 
enamel to contemporary road signs.

LoRiMER № 2 iS a SaNS FaMiLY DESiGNED FoR DiSPLaY SEttiNGS.  
Narrow letters, tight spacing, and a low x-height make Lorimer № 2 better suited to  
display settings than fonts adjusted to work in text settings. Packaging, identities,  
and headlines are ideal applications for Lorimer № 2.

John Lorimer graham, who rests underneath the stone 
that inspired the design, provided a name for the new type. 
as Lorimer developed it spawned a sibling with slanted 
crossbars and other atypical forms. eventually this new 
design would overshadow its sibling, taking even its name, 
and walking out into the light first. but the original Lorimer 
designs continued to grow into a larger series unfettered 
by the embellishments of its brother. despite an earlier 
conception the original was named Lorimer № 2.
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Lorimer № 2
Lorimer № 2 Light

The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog. Brick quiz whangs jumpy veldt fox. 
Lorimer № 2 Medium

Quick wafting zephyrs vex bold Jim. blowzy frights vex, and jump quick. 
Lorimer № 2 semibold

Sphinx of black quartz judge my vow. Quick zephyrs blow, vexing daft Jim.
Lorimer № 2 bold

Waltz, nymph, for quick jigs vex Bud! the five boxing wizards jump quickly. 
Lorimer № 2 black

Jackdaws love my big sphinx of quartz. Quick waxy bugs jump the frozen veldt.

Lorimer № 2 Light

Pijamalı hasta yağız şoföre çabucak güvendi. Portez ce vieux whisky au juge blond qui fume.
Lorimer № 2 Medium

Portez ce vieux whisky au juge blond qui fume. sexy qua lijf, doch bang voor het zwempak.
Lorimer № 2 semibold

Sexy qua lijf, doch bang voor het zwempak. Zwei boxkampfer jagen Eva quer durch Sylt.
Lorimer № 2 bold

Zwei boxkampfer jagen eva quer durch Sylt. Jeżu klątw, spłódź Finom część gry hańb!
Lorimer № 2 black

Jeżu klątw, spłódź Finom część gry hańb! Kŕdeľ ďatľov učí koňa žrať kôru.

Lorimer № 2 Light Italic

Mr. Jock, TV quiz Ph.D., bags few lynx. Pack my box with five dozen liquor jugs. 
Lorimer № 2 Medium Italic

Thief, give back my prized wax jonquils! Blowzy red vixens fight for a quick jump. 
Lorimer № 2 semibold italic

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. Jail zesty vixen who grabbed pay from quack! 
Lorimer № 2 bold italic

Mix Zapf with Veljovic and get quirky Beziers. Dumpy kibitzer jingles as exchequer overflows.
Lorimer № 2 black italic

Puzzled women bequeath jerks very exotic gifts. Turgid saxophones blew over Mick’s jazzy quiff.

Lorimer № 2 Light Italic

Kŕdeľ ďatľov učí koňa žrať kôru. Příliš žluťoučký kůň úpěl ďábelské ódy. Albert osti fagotin ja töräytti puhkuvan melodian.
Lorimer № 2 Medium Italic

Příliš žluťoučký kůň úpěl ďábelské ódy. Albert osti fagotin ja töräytti puhkuvan melodian. Muzicologă în bej vând whisky și tequila, preț fix.
Lorimer № 2 semibold italic

Albert osti fagotin ja töräytti puhkuvan melodian. Muzicologă în bej vând whisky și tequila, preț fix.
Lorimer № 2 bold italic

Muzicologă în bej vând whisky și tequila, preț fix. Queda gazpacho, fibra, látex, jamón, kiwi y viñas.
Lorimer № 2 black italic

Queda gazpacho, fibra, látex, jamón, kiwi y viñas. The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.
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Lorimer № 2 Condensed
Lorimer № 2 Light

The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog. Brick quiz whangs jumpy veldt fox. 
Lorimer № 2 Medium

Quick wafting zephyrs vex bold Jim. Blowzy frights vex, and jump quick.
Lorimer № 2 semibold

sphinx of black quartz judge my vow. Quick zephyrs blow, vexing daft Jim.
Lorimer № 2 bold

Waltz, nymph, for quick jigs vex Bud! The five boxing wizards jump quickly. 
Lorimer № 2 black

Jackdaws love my big sphinx of quartz. Quick waxy bugs jump the frozen veldt.

Lorimer № 2 Light

Pijamalı hasta yağız şoföre çabucak güvendi. Portez ce vieux whisky au juge blond qui fume.
Lorimer № 2 Medium

Portez ce vieux whisky au juge blond qui fume. Sexy qua lijf, doch bang voor het zwempak.
Lorimer № 2 semibold

sexy qua lijf, doch bang voor het zwempak. Zwei boxkampfer jagen eva quer durch sylt.
Lorimer № 2 bold

Zwei boxkampfer jagen Eva quer durch Sylt. Jeżu klątw, spłódź Finom część gry hańb! 
Lorimer № 2 black

Jeżu klątw, spłódź Finom część gry hańb! Kŕdeľ ďatľov učí koňa žrať kôru.

Lorimer № 2 Light Italic

Mr. Jock, TV quiz Ph.D., bags few lynx. Pack my box with five dozen liquor jugs.
Lorimer № 2 Medium Italic

Thief, give back my prized wax jonquils! Blowzy red vixens fight for a quick jump.
Lorimer № 2 semibold italic

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. Jail zesty vixen who grabbed pay from quack! 
Lorimer № 2 bold italic

Mix Zapf with Veljovic and get quirky Beziers.
Lorimer № 2 black italic

Puzzled women bequeath jerks very exotic gifts. Turgid saxophones blew over Mick’s jazzy quiff.

Lorimer № 2 Light Italic

Kŕdeľ ďatľov učí koňa žrať kôru. Příliš žluťoučký kůň úpěl ďábelské ódy. 
Lorimer № 2 Medium Italic

Příliš žluťoučký kůň úpěl ďábelské ódy. Albert osti fagotin ja töräytti puhkuvan melodian.
Lorimer № 2 semibold italic

Albert osti fagotin ja töräytti puhkuvan melodian. Muzicologă în bej vând whisky și tequila, preț fix.
Lorimer № 2 bold italic

Muzicologă în bej vând whisky și tequila, preț fix. Queda gazpacho, fibra, látex, jamón, kiwi y viñas.
Lorimer № 2 black italic

Queda gazpacho, fibra, látex, jamón, kiwi y viñas. The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.
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everyone has the right to education. education shall be  
free, at least in the elementary and fundamental stages.  
elementary education shall be compulsory. technical and 
professional education shall be made generally available  
and higher education shall be equally accessible to all on  
the basis of merit.
education shall be directed to the full development of the 
human personality and to the strengthening of respect for 
human rights and fundamental freedoms. It shall promote 

Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be free,  
at least in the elementary and fundamental stages. Elementary 
education shall be compulsory. Technical and professional 
education shall be made generally available and higher education 
shall be equally accessible to all on the basis of merit.
Education shall be directed to the full development of the human 
personality and to the strengthening of respect for human rights 
and fundamental freedoms. It shall promote understanding, 
tolerance and friendship among all nations, racial or religious 

everyone has the right to education. education shall 
be free, at least in the elementary and fundamental 
stages. elementary education shall be compulsory. 
technical and professional education shall be made 
generally available and higher education shall be 
equally accessible to all on the basis of merit.
education shall be directed to the full development 
of the human personality and to the strengthening 
of respect for human rights and fundamental 

Everyone has the right to education. Education shall 
be free, at least in the elementary and fundamental 
stages. Elementary education shall be compulsory. 
Technical and professional education shall be made 
generally available and higher education shall be 
equally accessible to all on the basis of merit.
Education shall be directed to the full development 
of the human personality and to the strengthening of 
respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. It 

Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be free, at least in 
the elementary and fundamental stages. Elementary education shall 
be compulsory. Technical and professional education shall be made 
generally available and higher education shall be equally accessible to 
all on the basis of merit.
Education shall be directed to the full development of the human 
personality and to the strengthening of respect for human rights and 
fundamental freedoms. It shall promote understanding, tolerance and 
friendship among all nations, racial or religious groups, and shall further 

Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be free, at least in 
the elementary and fundamental stages. Elementary education shall be 
compulsory. Technical and professional education shall be made generally 
available and higher education shall be equally accessible to all on the 
basis of merit.
Education shall be directed to the full development of the human 
personality and to the strengthening of respect for human rights and 
fundamental freedoms. It shall promote understanding, tolerance and 
friendship among all nations, racial or religious groups, and shall further 

Everyone has the right to education. Education 
shall be free, at least in the elementary 
and fundamental stages. Elementary 
education shall be compulsory. Technical and 
professional education shall be made generally 
available and higher education shall be equally 
accessible to all on the basis of merit.
Education shall be directed to the full 
development of the human personality and to 

Everyone has the right to education. Education 
shall be free, at least in the elementary and 
fundamental stages. Elementary education 
shall be compulsory. Technical and professional 
education shall be made generally available and 
higher education shall be equally accessible to 
all on the basis of merit.
Education shall be directed to the full 
development of the human personality and to 

Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be 
free, at least in the elementary and fundamental stages. 
Elementary education shall be compulsory. Technical and 
professional education shall be made generally available 
and higher education shall be equally accessible to all on 
the basis of merit.
Education shall be directed to the full development of the 
human personality and to the strengthening of respect for 
human rights and fundamental freedoms. It shall promote 

Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be 
free, at least in the elementary and fundamental stages. 
Elementary education shall be compulsory. Technical and 
professional education shall be made generally available 
and higher education shall be equally accessible to all on  
the basis of merit.
Education shall be directed to the full development of the 
human personality and to the strengthening of respect for 
human rights and fundamental freedoms. It shall promote 

Lorimer № 2

Lorimer № 2
Italic
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Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be free, at least in the 
elementary and fundamental stages. Elementary education shall be compulsory. 
Technical and professional education shall be made generally available and 
higher education shall be equally accessible to all on the basis of merit.
Education shall be directed to the full development of the human personality and 
to the strengthening of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. It 
shall promote understanding, tolerance and friendship among all nations, racial 
or religious groups, and shall further the activities of the United Nations for the 
maintenance of peace.

Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be free, at least in the 
elementary and fundamental stages. Elementary education shall be compulsory. 
Technical and professional education shall be made generally available and 
higher education shall be equally accessible to all on the basis of merit.
Education shall be directed to the full development of the human personality and 
to the strengthening of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. It 
shall promote understanding, tolerance and friendship among all nations, racial 
or religious groups, and shall further the activities of the United Nations for the 
maintenance of peace.

everyone has the right to education. education shall be free, at least in 
the elementary and fundamental stages. elementary education shall be 
compulsory. Technical and professional education shall be made generally 
available and higher education shall be equally accessible to all on the 
basis of merit.
education shall be directed to the full development of the human 
personality and to the strengthening of respect for human rights and 
fundamental freedoms. it shall promote understanding, tolerance and 
friendship among all nations, racial or religious groups, and shall further 

Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be free, 
at least in the elementary and fundamental stages. Elementary 
education shall be compulsory. Technical and professional 
education shall be made generally available and higher education 
shall be equally accessible to all on the basis of merit.
Education shall be directed to the full development of the human 
personality and to the strengthening of respect for human rights 
and fundamental freedoms. It shall promote understanding, 
tolerance and friendship among all nations, racial or religious 

everyone has the right to education. education shall be free, at least in the elementary 
and fundamental stages. elementary education shall be compulsory. Technical and 
professional education shall be made generally available and higher education shall be 
equally accessible to all on the basis of merit.
education shall be directed to the full development of the human personality and to the 
strengthening of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. It shall promote 
understanding, tolerance and friendship among all nations, racial or religious groups, 
and shall further the activities of the United Nations for the maintenance of peace.

Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be free, at least in the elementary 
and fundamental stages. Elementary education shall be compulsory. Technical and 
professional education shall be made generally available and higher education shall be 
equally accessible to all on the basis of merit.
Education shall be directed to the full development of the human personality and to the 
strengthening of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. It shall promote 
understanding, tolerance and friendship among all nations, racial or religious groups, 
and shall further the activities of the United Nations for the maintenance of peace.

Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be 
free, at least in the elementary and fundamental stages. 
Elementary education shall be compulsory. technical and 
professional education shall be made generally available 
and higher education shall be equally accessible to all on 
the basis of merit.
Education shall be directed to the full development of the 
human personality and to the strengthening of respect for 
human rights and fundamental freedoms. it shall promote 

Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be 
free, at least in the elementary and fundamental stages. 
Elementary education shall be compulsory. Technical and 
professional education shall be made generally available 
and higher education shall be equally accessible to all on 
the basis of merit.
Education shall be directed to the full development of the 
human personality and to the strengthening of respect for 
human rights and fundamental freedoms. It shall promote 

everyone has the right to education. education shall be free, at least in 
the elementary and fundamental stages. elementary education shall be 
compulsory. Technical and professional education shall be made generally 
available and higher education shall be equally accessible to all on the 
basis of merit.
education shall be directed to the full development of the human 
personality and to the strengthening of respect for human rights and 
fundamental freedoms. it shall promote understanding, tolerance and 
friendship among all nations, racial or religious groups, and shall further 

Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be free, at least 
in the elementary and fundamental stages. Elementary education shall 
be compulsory. Technical and professional education shall be made 
generally available and higher education shall be equally accessible to  
all on the basis of merit.
Education shall be directed to the full development of the human 
personality and to the strengthening of respect for human rights and 
fundamental freedoms. It shall promote understanding, tolerance and 
friendship among all nations, racial or religious groups, and shall further 

Lorimer № 2
Condensed

Lorimer № 2
Condensed italic
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ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZæÐœÞ&
abcdefghijklmnopqrsßtuvwxyzæðœþ
0123456789½¼¾¢$£¥€ƒ₹
.…,:;?¿!¡-–—-–—‘’‚“”„‹›«»«»‹›(){}[][]{}()
@@©®™#%†‡/\
+−±×~<=>^~|¦§ªº¹²³

ÀÁĂÂÃÄÅĀĄǼÇĆČĊĎÐÈÉÊËĚĖĒĔĘĞĢĠĦÌÍÎĨÏĪĬĮİĶĹĽĻĿŁŃÑŇŅŊ
ÒÓÔÕÖŎŐŌØǾŔŖŘŚŞȘŠŢȚŤŦÙÚÛÜŨŪŬŮŰŲẀẂŴẄỲÝŶŸŹŻŽ
àáăâãäåāąǽçćčċďðèéêëěėēĕęğģġħìí î ĩ ï ī ĭ į iķĺľ ļŀłńñňņŋ
òóôõöŏőōøǿŕŗřśşșšţțťŧùúûüũūŭůűųẁẃŵẅỳýŷÿźżž

Lorimer № 2 Character Set
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ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZæÐœÞ&
abcdefghijklmnopqrsßtuvwxyzæðœþ
0123456789½¼¾¢$£¥€ƒ₹
.…,:;?¿!¡-–—-–—‘’‚“”„‹›«»«»‹›(){}[][]{}()
@@©®™#%†‡/\
+−±×~<=>^~|¦§ªº¹²³

ÀÁĂÂÃÄÅĀĄǼÇĆČĊĎÐÈÉÊËĚĖĒĔĘĞĢĠĦÌÍÎĨÏĪĬĮİĶĹĽĻĿŁŃÑŇŅŊ
ÒÓÔÕÖŎŐŌØǾŔŖŘŚŞȘŠŢȚŤŦÙÚÛÜŨŪŬŮŰŲẀẂŴẄỲÝŶŸŹŻŽ
àáăâãäåāąǽçćčċďðèéêëěėēĕęğģġħìí î ĩ ï ī ĭ į iķĺľ ļŀłńñňņŋ
òóôõöŏőōøǿŕŗřśşșšţțťŧùúûüũūŭůűųẁẃŵẅỳýŷÿźżž

Lorimer № 2 Italic Character Set
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ABCdeFgHiJKLMnoPQrsTUVWXYZæÐœÞ&
abcdefghi jk lmnopqrsßtuvwxyzæðœþ
0123456789½¼¾¢$£¥€ƒ₹
.…,: ;?¿! ¡-–—-–—‘’‚“”„‹›«»«»‹›(){}[][]{}()
@@©®™#%†‡/\
+−±×~<=>^~|¦§ªº ¹ ²³

ÀÁĂÂÃÄÅĀĄǼÇĆČĊĎÐÈÉÊËĚĖĒĔĘĞĢĠĦÌÍ Î Ĩ Ï Ī Ĭ Į İĶĹĽĻĿŁŃÑŇŅŊ
ÒÓÔÕÖŎŐŌØǾŔŖŘŚŞȘŠŢȚŤŦÙÚÛÜŨŪŬŮŰŲẀẂŴẄỲÝŶŸŹŻŽ
àáăâãäåāąǽçćčċďðèéêëěėēĕęğģġħì í î ĩ ï ī ĭ į iķĺ ľ ļŀ łńñňņŋ
òóôõöŏőōøǿŕŗřśşșšţțťŧùúûüũūŭůűųẁẃŵẅỳýŷÿźżž

Lorimer № 2 Condensed Character Set
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ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZæÐœÞ&
abcdefghi jk lmnopqrsßtuvwxyzæðœþ
0123456789½¼¾¢$£¥€ƒ₹
.…,: ;?¿! ¡-–—-–—‘’‚“”„‹›«»«»‹›(){}[][]{}()
@@©®™#%†‡/\
+−±×~<=>^~|¦§ªº ¹ ² ³

ÀÁĂÂÃÄÅĀĄǼÇĆČĊĎÐÈÉÊËĚĖĒĔĘĞĢĠĦÌÍ Î Ĩ Ï Ī Ĭ Į İĶĹĽĻĿŁŃÑŇŅŊ
ÒÓÔÕÖŎŐŌØǾŔŖŘŚŞȘŠŢȚŤŦÙÚÛÜŨŪŬŮŰŲẀẂŴẄỲÝŶŸŹŻŽ
àáăâãäåāąǽçćčċďðèéêëěėēĕęğģġħì í î ĩ ï ī ĭ į iķĺ ľ ļŀ łńñňņŋ
òóôõöŏőōøǿŕŗřśşșšţ ț ť ŧùúûüũūŭůűųẁẃŵẅỳýŷÿźżž

Lorimer № 2 Condensed italic Character Set
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Language Support

the opentype font format allows for large character sets that 
accommodate the languages of Western and Central europe, 
the americas, and beyond. Lorimer № 2 supports over 130 
languages that use the Latin alphabet.

languages supported by lorimer № 2

a afrikaans, albanian, alsatian, aragonese, arapaho, arrernte, 
aromanian, asturian, aymara
B basque, bislama, bosnian, breton
C Catalan, Cebuano Chamorro, Cheyenne, Chichewa, 
Cimbrian, Corsican, Croatian, Czech
C dalecarlian, danish, dutch
e english, estonian
F Faroese, Fijian, Filipino, Finnish, French, Frisian, Friulian
G galician/gallegan, genoese, german, greenlandic, guarani
h Haitian Creole, Hawaiian, Hiligaynon, Hmong rPa, Hopi, 
Hungarian
i ibanag, icelandic, ilokano, indonesian, irish gaelic, istro-
romanian, italian
J Jèrriais
K kapampangan, kashubian, kiribati, kongo, kurdish
l Latin, Latvian, Lithuanian, Lombard, Low saxon, Lower 
sorbian, Luxembourgeois
M malagasy, malay, maltese, manx, maori, megleno-
romanian, mohawk, montenegrin
n náhuatl, ndebele, norfuk/norfolk/Pitcairnese, norwegian
O occitan, oromo

P Pangasinan, Papiamento, Pedi, Piedmontese, Polish, 
Portuguese, Potawatomi
Q Quechua
R romanian, romansch, rotokas, rundi 
S sami (inari, Lule, north, southern, ume), samoan, 
sardinian, scottish gaelic, serbian, seychelles Creole, shona, 
sicilian, slovak, slovenian, somali, sorbian (upper and Lower), 
southern sotho, spanish, swahili, swati, swedish
t tagalog, tahitian, tausug, tetum, tok Pisin, tongan, tswana, 
turkish, turkmen, tuvalu
U uyghur
v Veps, Votic, Walloon, Warlpiri, Welsh
X Xhosa
Z Zhuang, and Zulu

This is not a complete list of supported languages. Auxiliary 
languages, transliteration systems and mutually intelligible 
dialects are not listed.
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Gratitude

thanks
Lorimer № 2 was created with Fontlab studio, Font remix 
tools, uFo stretch, robofab, Prepolator, superpolator, metrics 
machine, the adobe Font development kit for opentype, 
indesign, textWrangler, FontQa, and Font Validator. also of 
great importance were Python scripts from tal Leming, erik Van 
blokand, Just Van rossum, ben kiel, Christian robertson, and 
adam twardoch. thanks to all the programmers.

thanks to Wikipedia, omniglot, and oneLook for making 
language research so much easier.

thanks to Lexmark, for making cheap laser printers that run 
without jamming even when the humidity makes my paper look 
like the surface of the ocean.

thanks simon robertson, who tested the original Lorimer fonts.

thanks to PunchCut!, who keep typophile going despite horrible 
people like me who abuse their graciousness.

thanks to morris Fuller benton, who left future generations a 
plethora of great work to rip off.

“bad artists copy. great artists steal.” – Pablo Picasso.

“my attitude to history is purely predatory.” – matthew Carter

“it doesn’t matter if it’s been said, it’s never been said by me.”  
– Josh Homme

“a great song can be found anywhere. do yourself a favor and go 
find the originals.” – guns n’ roses

Join the type director’s Club at www.tdc.org.


